DOCUMENT RESUME 
The potential for qb using case examples in the education of evaluators is paralleled to the legal case method of instiuctiou,currently used in the educpL4n of law students. Ways in which such cases are used if instructs n are discussed. Types of information.an evaluation case history light contain are then documented, ind the QUEMAC acronym is presented as a model of this. QUEMAC is comprised of a series of six' points that should be incorporat d in an evaluation. questions (issues); unquestioned assimptip (principles); event/object evaluated (case facts); answers/cla ms (decisiOns); concepts/conceptual structure (legal principles) Legal case history parallels appear in parenthesis. This \model also.tpquires the inclision.of procedural history for . evaluation pUrposese Three essential devices of the case ,method of instruction re discussed in terms of how they might be4applied to , the of evaluators: ,(1) case-bOok; (2) student class 1111011*** **###*41*****4141414141411041*410141*****414141101141****41414 1M****411010* ductions supplidd by EDRS are the best that can be made from the original document. ***************************************************t********* Research,on Evaluation Prograt is a Nor hwest Regional Educational Laboratory project of research, developMent, testing, and training designed to create new evaluatiop methodologies for use in education.
This document is one of a series of papers'and reports produced by program staff, visiting schelaes, adjunct defolfrse and project collaboratorsall members of a cooperative netwd k of colleagues working on the developMent of new methdOologies.'
How are legal cases used in the education of lawyers? What are. ttgegsential devices of the cask method in the education of lawyers? What information might an evaluation case history contain? These and other questions are addressed in thisreport which examines the potential of using cases in the education of analyze, and prepare. During the class period, one student will be called upon to orally present his F4epared brief of the case.
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The student 'gives a summary of'the most,impottant facts; a synoposis of the procedural. history of the case; a , statement of , the legal issues to be decided by the court; 0 recitation of the Understanding of the points to be made into a series of question -that is, questions which have been organized into some logical sequence--which will allow an attentive student to c I recognize those points and to extrapolate that organization. Any .
successful teacher must effedkively integrate student.questionst, responses, and.comments into his presentation'of material,.but that skillful'integrationis especially crucial where the subject material is presented almost entirely in the form of questions.
The.law professor poses,a question; the student responds; the professor must recognize the 'student's level of understanding, meet itand then elevate it. The necessity of these universal teaching skilld-is magnified by4the §ocratic technique.
The combination of the case metdbd and the Socratic technique has a dual purpose: first; to instill in the student an accurate and coherent set'of legal principles; and second, to train the novice in the application of those principles to unique factual situations.
The combination cad be a, most inefficient, and $sometimes wholly ineffective, means of teaching complex , principles. It is only too easy for even a diligent law student to miss crucial distinctions or to omit an important concept from '
his mental outline altogether. The reason for these students'. ti confuskon is"the lack of synthesis and clear direction in both the'instructional materials and in the pedagogical method., The latter, in particular, is based on the theory (which is more a' matter than'faith and of empirical demonstration) that students in some sense learn better when they teach themsllves. Now, it ' process of reasoning more than the final"product, in which no "right,answer" is recognized. Thirdly, however,the law student is expeceted to apply his own mental structure, his own process of reasoning, to completely new factual situations and to analyze the likely results. It is this application skill which,is likely to be new to most law studenti and which is central tothe lea rning task required of them.-People who have alVays identified themselves as "good students" suddenly find themselves expected to useskills which they mayppever have had to develop:
Again, the result isifrustration For adult students with a successful education career behind them, this frustration at not bbing able to learn can itself become an obstacle of major proportions.
On the oar band, it'is certainly true that this learning to teach oneself is the fundamental skill of a lawyer; and if the products of our undergraduate schools do, not have this skill upon entering law school, then the law school is obligated. to somehow develop that skill. If, as noted above, lawschools uSe the case method both to teach legal principles and to train students how to apply those principles, then the tatter goal, at least, is fairly well served.
In. the day-to-day practice ofelase, lawyers must deal with "raw" cases; they must decide how a reported decision bears upon can be set forth, Examples of these aspects are as follows: .
(a)
The charge-pegotiations-contiact. The charge given the evaluator by the Client including any restrictions placed on the evaluator in the negotiations and contract(if any) will limit the issuesdealt with.
The audiences. who the audiences4are andlwhac are their questions will determine 4ssues. The patter of reasoning, the drain argument's and the logip of the evaluation study can bp/explicated. There will be two types of claims made by an evaluation study--knowledge claims anelialue claims{ We reasoning that leads to these claims can be discustd, r
We believe that there is a logic of justifying value e judgments or claims. This logic will be briefly discussed since such discussion rarely-occurs in the evaluation literature. The -discussion is b4ed on.a chapter by Coombs (1971) .
. , When an evaluator makes a value judement,ithe evaluator makes a commitment to:
(1) -a value principle, and (2) aiset of facts'
about the value object which shows that the principles applies to the value object The facts 'and, premisep of a deductive argument The war in Vietnam is primarily a civil war.
1.
One country ought not enter into the civil. wars of other countries.
U.S.withdrawal will result in a substantially .reducedrate (c) 2.
It is wrong to kill or to cause a.large number of killings.
4
(f) 3.
U.S. withdrawal would reduce the level of civil strife pi the U.S. A stable peaceful society is a good thing. It is desirable for a society to have the resources available to haridre pressing social problemt. A nation Ought to honor its commitments. Another variation in the class disasion is the student's statement of the case. The student could be asked to summarize the facts, the evaluition issues, the conclusion of the evaluator, mild the reasons which )ed the evaluation to this conclusion.
3.
The Examination
The ca$e method coursirdalld for a hypothetical-case type of examination. The best skill required for the hypothetical-case-essay examination is the ability to analyze the facts and to see all the "points" or evaluation issues involved.
The examination could accomplish this by making the statement of facts rather coriplicated, so that a half hour per question is allowed for answering. Part of the examination should be of the essay type, in order to test the abilit/ to construct a. reasoned .0
